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This paper discusses the placement of cameras in order to achieve the highest possible lo-
calization accuracy. It is reached by using several cameras with redundant fields of views. A
camera model is introduced and the components which cause the localization errors are iden-
tified. The localization accuracy measure is defined for one and for multiple cameras too. The
problem of adding a new camera to the system in order to improve the accuracy is formulated.
The method for finding the optimal placement of this new camera is presented. Some features
are applied for getting an advanced method for optimizing the placement of multiple cameras.
In this area two optimization algorithms are introduced and examined.
Assume that we have a camera system containing fixed and movable cameras. We would
like to track an object in the world as accurately as possible. The movable cameras can be placed
by the system optimally so that the localization accuracy gets it’s highest possible value. The
position and orientation constraints of the movable cameras are the limitations. We would like
to suggest a method for placing the movable cameras in order to get the highest possible local-
ization accuracy. The localization accuracy is defined as the largest eigenvalue of the inverse of
the resulting covariance matrix.
At first a camera model has to be formulated. The components which cause the localization
inaccuracy can be identified. The localization accuracy has to be defined and a measure has
to be chosen. The nature of these has to be examined for better understanding their behavior.
As a first step they can be formulated in 2D for one observed point. Later this model can be
generalized into 3D and for an observed area or volume instead of one observed point. The
optimal placement of one camera can be formulated. The optimization of multiple cameras
together can be deduced from this one camera case. Finally, two algorithms are formulated
and examined.
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